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Abstract: Hierarchical composite pyramidal lattice (CPL) cores with foam-core sandwich struts
were designed, and two stacking patterns were fabricated and tested in out-of-plane compression.
Analytical expressions for five possible failure modes were derived considering not only stretching
and bending deformation but also shear deformation of struts. Core shear failure was absent from
collapse mechanism maps for both Patterns-I and II CPL cores. Optimized Pattern-I hierarchical
CPL cores were more efficient than Pattern-II cores. The following comparison with almost all
competing composite sandwich cores revealed that the hierarchical CPL structures here, the
assembly of both stretch- and bend-dominated constructions, could perform among the most
efficient sandwich cores. Meanwhile, the construction concept can also enable multifunctionality by
judicious selection of strut core materials without compromising structural efficiency.
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1. Introduction
Stretch-dominated lattices are well-suited to lightweight structural designs because of their high
efficiency and multifunctional potential [1]. Composite lattices are hybrids of fibrous composites
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and optimized lattice topologies, and thus more efficient than their homogeneous counterparts
because of the high specific properties of the parent materials. In the last decade, fabrication
techniques,

and

mechanical

properties

for

such

lattices

have

been

reported [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] and [8]. These structures have filled gaps in the material property
space, enlarging the material selection range for designers and demonstrating the potential for
deployment in future applications. However, the high-efficiency structures with ultra-low densities
(

< 5%) are prone to buckling. Several strategies have been pursued to improve the mechanical

behavior of these structures. In one example, by sectional designing, hollow composite pyramidal
lattice (CPL) cores were designed and produced using a thermal expansion molding technique [9].
In that work, the out-of-plane compressive strength of hollow CPL cores was reportedly about twice
that of solid truss counterparts [6], and the specific strength surpassed that of the world’s lightest
structures [10].
Structural hierarchy is a common strategy employed with great success in natural materials (e.g.,
wood and bone) and in some engineering structures, resulting in exceptional efficiency and increased
buckling strength. Hierarchical structures can be achieved by assembling stretch- or bend-dominated
cellular materials and sandwich structures thereof at different length scales, including a self-similar
hierarchical corrugated sandwich core [11], a corrugated sandwich core with foam sandwich
struts[12] and [13], and a hierarchical honeycomb core [14]. In one report, a self-similar corrugated
core was 10 times stronger than a traditional corrugated core of the same relative density [11]. Since
the stretch-dominated materials (such as lattice structures) are generally more efficient than their
bend-dominated counterparts (such as foams), it is readily to expect that the stretch–stretch-hybrid
hierarchical structures (in a recent work[15]) should be more efficient than other assemblies.
However, such structures based on the present technology [9] are of greater length scale for
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conventional application. It is generally difficult and costly to control the length scale of periodic
lattice materials and the composing hierarchical structures, and almost impossible to produce such
materials of the same pore scale as foams.
Accordingly, in the present work, we report efforts to produce a stretch–bend-hybrid hierarchical
core by employing foams, the cell wall strut length scale of which is smaller than trusses of
traditional lattice material. Then in this case, the macroscopic sandwich core is a pyramidal lattice
which is stretch-dominated, while the mesoscopic sandwich core of the pyramidal strut is bending
dominated foam of lower efficiency. Two configurations for the stretch–bend-hybrid hierarchical
core are described along with two corresponding fabrication methods, and selected samples are
tested in out-of-plane compression. Analytical predictions for compressive properties are presented,
collapse mechanism maps are constructed, and structural efficiency after optimization is evaluated
and compared with competing core topologies.

2. Structural configurations and experimental approaches
Two kinds of foam sandwich configurations are developed to produce hierarchical CPL cores, and
representative unit cells are shown schematically in Fig. 1, along with the corresponding sections of
the foam-core sandwich struts. The stacking manners of foam sandwich strut are different for the
two configurations: the stacking in Fig. 1a is in the X–Yplane (in-plane stacking), while in Fig. 1b is
along Z-direction (out-of-plane stacking). These two constructions can be achieved by different
fabrication approaches. One approach employs flat foam sandwich plates, and the other involves
corrugated foam sandwich plates, as described in the following section. PMI foams (Rohacell 71WFHT) were chosen for the low density (ρc = 75 kg/m3) and the capacity to sustain a pressure up to
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0.5 MPa at 125 °C. The face sheets of the foam sandwich were produced from plain-weave carbon
fabric prepreg (3234/G803) of density ρf = 1550 kg/m3, and the mechanical properties were
presented in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Representative unit cells for two stacking patterns of hierarchical composite pyramidal cores
together with the corresponding strut cross sections.
Table 1 .Mechanical properties of carbon fabric prepreg.

Property
Tensile strength (MPa)
Tensile modulus (GPa)
Compression strength (MPa)
Compression modulus (GPa)
In-plane shear strength (MPa)
In-plane shear modulus (GPa)
Interlayer shear strength (Mpa)
Poisson’s ratio

Value
756
69
557
64
118
4.2
68
0.064
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2.1 Approach I – flat foam sandwich plate
Flat foam sandwich plates were produced by hot-pressing and cutting into strips, as shown in Fig.
2a. The strips were joined together by slot insertion at the nodes to form the stretch–bend
hierarchical pyramidal core shown in Fig. 2b (epoxy adhesive was applied at the slots to secure the
nodes). The representative unit cell of this Pattern-I hierarchical composite pyramidal core is
shown in Fig. 1a.

Fig. 2. Fabrication approach with flat foam sandwich plate (Pattern I): (a) cutting foam sandwich strips;
and (b) strips slotting together.

2.2 Approach II – corrugated foam sandwich plate
In this approach, we first fabricated a corrugated foam sandwich plate using a corrugated steel
mold, as shown in Fig. 3a. Plies of fabric prepreg were stacked on the steel mold, followed by a
foam strip cut from a foam block (using a hot wire). An equal number of prepreg plies were then
laid on the foam strip. Next, strips of equal width were cut from the corrugated foam sandwich
plate (Fig. 3b). Finally, these strips were fit together by slot insertion at the pyramidal nodes. The
representative unit cell for the Pattern-II hierarchical CPL cores was shown in Fig. 1b.
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Fig. 3. Fabrication approach with corrugated foam sandwich plate (Pattern II): (a) fabricating a
corrugated foam sandwich plate with a specially designed steel mold; (b) cutting foam sandwich strips; and
(c) strips slotting together.

2.3 Relative Density
The relative density,

, can be expressed as:

(1)
where l1 is the strut length, l2 is the length of the horizontal trusses which connects the inclined struts
at the pyramidal node and ω is the inclination angle between the struts and the base of the unit cell.
The thickness and density of the foam core of the sandwich strut is tc and ρc, while the face sheet
thickness and density is tf and ρf. For Pattern-I CPL cores, one side of the strut section is defined
as X1 = b, and the other asX2 = (2tf + tc); while for Pattern-II CPL cores, X1 = (2tf + tc) and X2 = b.
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2.4 Out-of-plane Behavior
To The stretch–bend-hybrid hierarchical CPL cores were bonded with two carbon fiber face sheets
using adhesive film (J-272, Heilongjiang Institute of Petrochemical) to form sandwich structures.
Through-thickness compression tests were performed at a displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min at room
temperature using a screw-driven testing machine (INSTRON 5569) with load capacity of 50 kN
following ASTM C365/C 364M-05[16]. The measured compressive response is plotted in Fig. 4a
along with the theoretical prediction. Note that the measured compressive modulus and strength of
the face sheet of the foam sandwich is Ef = 16.5 GPa, σf = 267 MPa. The nominal stress increases
almost linearly with the nominal strain and reaches a peak. For Pattern-I CPL cores, face sheet
wrinkling of the sandwich strut occurred at the peak, manifest as a sharp drop in supported load,
while shear buckling occurred for Pattern-II CPL cores. Failure of the CPL cores occurred at a
strain ɛ ≈ 0.025, as shown in Fig. 4b and c. The measured failure loads differ from predicted values
by 22.2% for specimen A (Pattern I) and by 15.4% for specimen B (Pattern II). The difference here
is acceptable. Surface damage from cutting of the foam sandwich strips during preparation could be
one reason that account for the lower property values observed, and thus should be pay more
attention in the fabrication approach. Geometries of the selected representative structures along with
the measured and predicted peak strengths are summarized in Table 2.
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Fig. 4. (a) Measured compressive response of the hierarchical CPL cores with foam sandwich struts
included with analytical predictions; and the corresponding dominant failure modes of: (b) Pattern-I CPL
core and (c) Pattern-II CPL core.
Table 2. Summary of the geometries employed in out-of-plane compression tests for the hierarchical CPL
cores, along with the predicted and measured failure strength and collapse modes. SB = shear buckling;
FW = face sheet wrinkling; and FC = face sheet crushing.

Specimen/
pattern

l1(mm)

l2(mm)

b(mm)

tf(mm)

tc(mm)

Relati
ve
densit
y (%)

A/I

16.97

11.5

3

0.3

4

1.64

B/II

16.97

13

3

0.6

4

2.59

Predicted
failure
mode

Predicted
strength
(MPa)

Measured
strength/observed
failure mode
(MPa)

FW

1.08

0.84/FW

FC

1.38

SB

1.46

FW

2.04

FC

2.6

1.15/SB
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Specimen/
pattern

l1(mm)

l2(mm)

b(mm)

tf(mm)

tc(mm)

Relati
ve
densit
y (%)

Predicted
failure
mode

Predicted
strength
(MPa)

SB

1.36

Measured
strength/observed
failure mode
(MPa)

3. Analysis
3.1 Properties of foam
The selected foam (Rohacell WF-HT) is a closed-cell rigid foam based on PMI
(polymethacrylimide) chemistry. For closed-cell foams, Gibson and Ashby have shown that the
, where ρs is the density of the

elastic properties strongly depend on the relative density

parent polymer. Young’s modulus Ec, shear modulus Gc and shear strength τc is given by:

(2)

(3)

(4)
where Es and σs is Young’s modulus and strength of the parent polymer, and ϕ is the volume fraction
of

cell

wall

material

in

a

unit

cell

[17].

In

the

present

study,

we

assume

Es = 3600 MPa, σs = 60 MPa, ρs = 1250 kg/m3 and ϕ = 0.6. For the selected foam (Rohacell 71WF-
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HT), the measured density ρc = 75 kg/m3, Ec = 105 MPa,Gc = 42 MPa, and shear
strength τc = 1.3 MPa.

3.2 Stiffness of hierarchical CPL cores
Authors The effective nominal stiffness of the hierarchical CPL cores is analyzed through the
deformation of a single foam sandwich strut, as shown in Fig. 5. For a displacement δimposed in the
through-thickness direction, considering all bending and shear deformations besides stretching [12],
the axial and shear force,

and

, in the sandwich strut are given as:

(5)

(6)

where

is the compressive stiffness of the foam core sandwich strut,Ssand = Gcbtc is

the shear stiffness, and Dsand is the bending stiffness. For Pattern I,
Pattern II,

; while for

.
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Fig. 5. The loading conditions of a single hollow CPL sandwich strut in Z-direction.

The total force F′ in the through-thickness direction is given as:

(7)
The effective nominal compressive stiffness is given by:

(8)
Besides the common axial compression and bending of sandwich struts, shear deformation of foam
core will also contribute to the compressive stiffness of the hierarchical CPL cores. The
corresponding specific stiffness decreases comparing with that of similar built non-hierarchical CPL
structures without foam, mostly due to the weight penalty of the foam core.
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3.3 Failure modes and strength predictions
Foam sandwiches of length l1 that form the higher-order pyramidal core are assumed to have a
clamped boundary condition. Based on previous strength analysis for higher-order stretch–stretchhybrid CPL [15], five competing failure modes will be considered for the bend–stretch-hybrid CPL
cores here. These failure modes include face sheet crushing (FC) and face wrinkling (FW) of foam
sandwich struts, core shear failure (CSF), and Euler buckling (EB) or shear buckling (SB) of
sandwich struts. Theoretical predictions for the corresponding collapse loads are presented below.
Face sheet crushing of sandwich struts: Face sheets of thickness tf (for foam sandwich struts) of the
CPL cores may crush when the compressive stress in the face sheets reaches the crush strength σf.
The collapse strength of the CPL cores is:

(9)
Face sheet wrinkling of sandwich struts: The maximum load-induced wrinkling of the inclined
sandwich strut can be expressed (like the end-compressed straight sandwich column)
as Fa = (EfEcGc)1/3btf [18]. Hence, the peak strength of the CPL cores is

(10)
Shear failure of foam core : In out-of-plane compression, shear forces in the sandwich strut can
trigger shear failure of foam cores, and the shear force in the foam sandwich strut is given
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by

. Thus, the peak strength of the stretch–bend-hybrid CPL cores in out-of-plane

compression is:

(11)
where τc is the foam shear strength.
Euler buckling of sandwich struts : Euler buckling involves bending of the sandwich strut and is a
possible failure mode as the CPL core is compressed. The Euler buckling load for built-in Euler
columns is

. The peak compressive strength of the CPL core is given by:

(12)
Shear buckling of sandwich struts: Shear buckling of the sandwich struts is determined by the foam
shear stiffness, and occurs at a load Fa = Gctcb. Thus, the compressive failure strength in this mode
is

(13)

3.4 Collapse mechanism maps
Collapse mechanism maps are useful to understand and predict the dominant failure modes and to
illustrate the corresponding domains. Maps were constructed as a function of foam relative
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density

(0–0.2) and tc/l1 (0–0.4) for Patterns I and II with the sameb/l1 = 0.177, tf/l1 = 0.0177 (face

sheet thickness tf = 0.3 mm and strut lengthl1 = 16.97 mm) and incline angle ω = 45°. As shown
in Fig. 6, core shear failure (CSF) does not appear in the collapse mechanism maps for either Pattern
I or II cores. Three failure modes: FC, FW, and SB, dominate the collapse mechanism map of
Pattern-I CPL cores. In contrast, four failure modes together with EB are possible for Pattern-II CPL
cores, although EB is possible only for tc/l1 < 0.03. However, if we assume that the foam generally
employed in sandwich structures is thicker than 2 mm (tc/l1 > 0.12 in the map), the practical failure
modes in collapse mechanism maps for Patterns I and II are identical. The boundaries between SB,
FC and FW are the same for Patterns I and II.

Fig. 6. Failure mechanism maps of the (a) Pattern-I and (b) Pattern-II hierarchical CPL cores with foam
sandwich struts in out-of-plane compression (b/l1 = 0.177, tf/l1 = 0.0177).
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4. Structural efficiency of hierarchical CPL cores
4.1 Strength of an optimized hierarchical CPL cores
It is instructive to compare the structural efficiency of the stretch–bend-hybrid hierarchical CPLs
with stretch–stretch-hybrid counterparts and other lower-order competing constructions, using the
structural peak strength at a given relative density as a metric. The optimization problem is based on
the collapse mechanism maps, since optimal designs should lie along the boundaries of the collapse
regimes
strength

where

two

failure

modes

are

equally

(red1 curves) and relative density

likely.

Contours

of

normalized

(blue curves) are added to the

maps to convey structural properties associated with the failure mode transitions. These contours
can indicate the pathways of optimal designs (arrows in Fig. 6) that maximize the compressive
strength for any given relative density. However, EB cannot be an optimized failure mode for
Pattern-II CPL cores because the strength does not vary along the EB-FC boundary even as the
relative density increases. Increasing buckling resistance is the primary motivation behind
hierarchical construction, and thus EB should not occur for an optimized CPL structure in the present
study.
To achieve an optimal design, we select the foam core density and sandwich strut geometry that
minimizes the relative density of CPL cores for a given strength. Varying the length of the horizontal
truss l2 in the pyramidal core will introduce different knock-down coefficients for compressive
strength [15]. We eliminate these effects by settingl2 = 0. The optimal foam core density is obtained
via Eqs. (9) and (10) by:
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(14)
The relationship between relative density and normalized peak strength for fully optimized
hierarchical CPL cores is plotted in Fig. 7a for Patterns I and II. Pattern-I CPL cores are more
efficient than Pattern-II cores when the relative density is below ∼4.5%. This is the domain where
Euler buckling generally controls failure, which was the primary motivation for employing
hierarchical construction. The optimal geometrical parameterstf/l1 and tc/l1 are plotted in Fig. 7c.
These parameters reaffirm that Pattern-II CPL cores require more material (greater equivalent
density) than Pattern I to achieve the same load-carrying capacity.
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Fig. 7. (a) Variation of relative density with normalized strength for hierarchical CPL cores with foam
sandwich struts compared with other competing sandwich cores; (b) Enlarged figure in (a); and (c)
Optimal values oftf/l1 and tc/l1 versus normalized strength. Note that the sketches inside (a) and (b)
represent different strut cross-section of pyramidal lattice cores.
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4.2 Comparison with competing constructions
The featured stretch–bend-hybrid CPL cores with foam sandwich struts described above are nonself-similar hierarchical structures. It is noted that all the comparisons about structural efficiency as
following are at low density regime when non-hierarchical structures are easy to buckle. We now
first compare their structural efficiency with corresponding solid CPLs of rectangular cross-section
(without foam cores), selecting laminate thickness t = 2tf = 0.6 mm. This leads to two stacking
patterns similar to those inFig. 1: in one (in-plane stacking), X1/X2 = 5, while in the other (out-ofplane stacking),X1/X2 = 1/5. Note that for comparison, all indices are normalized by face sheet
properties of sandwich struts in the present study. The solid CPLs of X1/X2 = 5 are far more efficient
than those of X1/X2 = 1/5 in out-of-plane compression (see Fig. 7a), which is attributed to the higher
bending stiffness

of the former construction (X1/X2 = 5). This construction can be

almost as efficient as Pattern-I hierarchical CPLs when the relative density is >0.5%, but is otherwise
less efficient, as shown in Fig. 7b. However, both Patterns I and II hierarchical structures can be
more efficient than solid CPLs (X1/X2 = 1/5).
Because solid CPLs in which X1/X2 = 5 exhibit high efficiency, we carried out out-of-plane
compression tests on these structures. Test results showed that structures with the same strut
thickness as that in [6] buckled as well (as shown in Fig. 8), and the peak strength did not increase
as expected. We attributed this finding to the difficulty in making the struts stand vertically on the
face sheets while assembling the pyramidal core. The struts were too thin (0.6 mm) and did not fit
snugly in the cross-slots (width = 1 mm, machine limit). Thus, upon loading in the through-thickness
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direction, there was also a load component normal to the plane of each strut. No problem will exist
for the hierarchical CPL core with thicker foam sandwich struts.

Fig. 8. Failure mode of solid CPL cores with X1/X2 = 5 in out-of-plane compression.

The hierarchical CPL cores were far more efficient than traditional square honeycomb and
corrugated cores [11]. The Pattern-II hierarchical CPL core was as efficient as the optimized hollow
CPLs, and the Pattern-I hierarchical CPL core was more efficient than solid CPL except when the
relative density is 2.5% <

< 4.5%. The behavior of the same-order stretch–stretch-hybrid

hierarchical CPL cores [15] were also included in Fig. 7 to compare with hierarchical CPL cores
here. The optimized Pattern-I hierarchical CPL cores with foam sandwich struts were as efficient as
the stretch–stretch-hybrid CPL cores. Similarly, the optimized Pattern-II hierarchical CPL cores
were less efficient than the stretch–stretch-hybrid CPL cores when the relative density was
0.65% <

< 4.5%. Note that in the present study the stretch–stretch-hybrid CPL was not superior

to the lower-order optimized hollow CPLs, because the efficiency of former structures depended on
the mechanical properties of carbon fiber composites which were different from those reported
previously [15].
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5. Conclusions
Novel stretch–bend-hybrid hierarchical CPL cores were produced using low-cost foam-core
materials. The strut length scale of the hierarchical CPL core was equal to that of traditional CPL
cores of lower order [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and [9]. Sandwich specimens for two configurations with
selected geometries were fabricated and tested in out-of-plane compression. Analytical models for
five competing failure modes were used to predict the peak collapse strength and to construct
collapse mechanism maps. The predicted values were similar to the measured values for prototype
specimens. Foam core shear failure (CSF) did not occupy any domain in the collapse mechanism
maps, indicating that the lower-order core construction, stretch- or bend-dominated, had a negligible
effect on the macroscopic structural behavior.
Structural efficiencies of the two optimized configurations were compared with almost all pyramidal
lattices at present and other traditional core constructions. In-plane stacked hierarchical CPL cores
(Pattern-I) were more efficient than out-of-plane stacked cores (Pattern-II) in the domain of greatest
interest for hierarchical construction. Similar results were obtained for corresponding solid CPLs
without foam. Pattern-I hierarchical CPLs were nearly as efficient as similarly stacked solid CPLs
(X1/X2 = 5), although the measured properties of the latter materials were limited by fabrication
methods. The hierarchical structures developed in the present study also performed as efficiently as
optimized stretch–stretch hierarchical CPLs of the same order and hollow CPLs of lower-order. All
pyramidal lattice or their hierarchical structures in the present study outperformed traditional square
honeycomb and corrugated sandwich cores.
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The use of low-cost foam in the present study reduced the length scale of the hierarchical cores
below that of previous hierarchical constructions [11] and [15]. As a result, the hierarchical
structures here will be more practical for conventional length scale sandwich structural application.
Such pyramidal lattice cores can be among the most efficient sandwich cores. The construction
concept also provides a pathway to design lattice materials with multifunctional characteristics by
the use of specialty foams or judicious selection of equivalent substitutes. The techniques used to
fabricate the CPL cores were both simple and relatively accessible, factors that indicate the potential
for design and production of high-efficiency and multifunctional cores.
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